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This note describes my free horse driving trials app, for ICD users. 

The app will look familiar to people who have already used the Excel based version and it includes all the old 

version’s functions. This new app style version will work on more devices (PCS, Macs, tablets, mobile phones) and 

does not need Excel.  It works for both indoor (Indoor Carriage Driving - ICD) and outdoor events. 

It can score an event, set and publish up the timetable beforehand (dressage, cones, marathon), and can post the 

results for viewing with one click. 

Don’t worry if your event has no internet – you just ensure you get the app beforehand, once, then you can score 

offline.  However, it’s helpful to your drivers and their friends to post your results as you go, if you possibly can, and 

you can do that by connecting your device to the internet using your mobile phone signal or wifi or your or 

someone’s phone as a hotspot. It does not use much data allowance. 

My best advice; if you are interested, install the app, create an event perhaps with my test data and experiment. It is 

quick to set up and delete test events. 

How to install it 
 

Go to http://www.indoordriving.co.uk/organisers.php  in your browser and click the link to get 

the app. 

The scoring app will appear. Then it is important that you add it to your Home Screen. The app 

will try to prompt you to do that. Then close your browser and from then on you start the app 

from your home screen shortcut, so it can also work offline. 

The basics of the app 

 



How to set up an event 
If your event is in my online entry system (ICD or outdoors) then you simply download its details and entries (that 

saves time, mistakes, typos). 

 

 

Then choose the region (try Test for test data) 

 

 

And choose the event: 

 

 

Sets you up the event with any online entries, takes you to Drivers list page: 



 

You can add more – right click or use three dot menu > Insert row. 

You can add or change drivers any time, even while scoring, though of course you may need to adjust timetables for 

extra or fewer people. 

The main event details 
Click Event details to fill in any extra event details (it’s useful to add the names of the judges and scorer): 

 

 



Even if you don’t use the online entry system, all the ICD events are entered on it so you can at least get the event 

details automatically (date, venue, region – all without typos). 

Otherwise you make a new event by typing in the details in the Event details screen above.  Then go to the Drivers 

screen and paste in or type in drivers: 

 

 

 

Note that if you have a sheet of driver names only (no numbers), you click in the Driver header and paste, whereas if 

your data already has driver numbers, you paste in starting at the number (#) column. 

Even if all your entries were online, you may need to adjust classes.  For example if a driver is championships class 

Small Pony, you may run in Open Pony or Novice pony local class at your event depending on the driver’s level. 

 

Timetabling an event 
Schedule P&P/Cones/Marathon functions are useful when you want to quickly set the order of classes: 

 

 



 

 

Then or directly, Timetables > P&P (Cones or Marathon) lets you set up the schedule: 

 

You can also drag and drop rows up and down by clicking and dragging on the driver name. 

Scoring an event 
Go to the Master screen and right click/touch a column or use the three vertical dots menu to bring up dialogs for 

P&P, Cones, Obstacles. Below is the screen for P&P.  Cones and obstacles are similar: 

 

 

 

To post to the live regions, you need to be a logged on user. Click Logon in the main (top right) menu and follow the 

instructions. You only need to login once – it’s not necessary to log out of the app unless you are using a 

public/shared device. 



New features 
Most of the features should be familiar to users of the Excel version.  The ability to download club event entries from 

the online system is new, building on the corresponding feature which has been present for indoor events for some 

time. 

You can now upload timetables to a public event details page with one click from the timetable screen (Post this 

view). An event organiser can also post other document to this page – welcome letter, obstacle diagrams etc. 

The same app handles both ICD indoor rules events and outdoor events. I plan to add more formats though it is 

already flexible. 

 

FAQ 
Q Do I have to be on the internet? 

A No, you can score an event completely disconnected from the internet. 

However, you will need to connect to the internet to get the app initially, also when you want to post your 

timetables or scores to the web. 

Q What will it run on? 

A It works on any device which can run a reasonably modern browser. It has been tested on: Windows PCs, Apple 

Mac, Chromebook, Android phones and tablets, iPhones and ipads. 

Q Do you still support the Excel version? 

A Yes, I have updated it for 2023 with the 2023 dressage tests. However I would prefer now to put future effort into 

the app version.  

Technical 
Q Do I have to be connected to the internet? 

A Only to get the app initially, then if you need to download event data or post results. Normally you set up an event 

while connected to the internet, score with or without internet connection then ensure you have an internet 

connection to Post results. You can connect using wifi or your mobile phone signal – it doesn’t use up much data. 

 

Q Where are my results stored? 

A When you set up an event, your score data is stored on your local device (PC/phone/tablet…).  You can back up or 

share your score sheet by using Events > Save to cloud.  Then you can reopen that results sheet on the same or 

another device. 

Also, any results you post are stored on the web indefinitely for public access. 

NOTE: you need to be logged in to post results to regions other than ‘Test’ – if you’re not logged in, your scores will 

go to Test rather than your own Region/Club. This security is to discourage anyone else overwriting your club results! 

 

Q How many events can I have on my device? 

A You can have as many as you like. They don’t take up much storage space (compared with pictures etc). Only one 

is open for scoring at a time but you can quickly open a different one.  Normally you only need the current event and 

perhaps a previous one. You can also save them to cloud, and that is a better place if you need longer term storage 

for your scoresheets. 



  

Q Can I score using just my mobile phone? 

A Yes, but a phone screen is rather small for doing much scoring. For larger events, a PC, Chromebook or Mac or 

something with a keyboard can be easier to use. 

 

Q How secure is the scoresheet copy saved to cloud? 

A Currently it is open to all users of the app, so please don’t store any personal data there (no contact details etc), 

just the normal public scoring stuff.  The app has the ability to login (using the same login details as my online scoring 

system) and I intend to use that login to apply permission to each club/region data, so you will be able to 

control/restrict who else can access your scoresheets saved to the cloud or download entry data. 

NOTE: you need to be logged in to post results to regions other than ‘Test’ – if you’re not logged in, your scores will 

go to Test rather than your own Region/Club. This security is to discourage anyone else overwriting your club results! 

 

Q What technology is this – and why don’t I get it through the App Store? 

A This app is a ‘PWA’ – Progressive Web App.  That means it works across a wide variety of devices, including Apple, 

PC and Android which otherwise need their own separate app store versions. You can learn more about PWAs by 

Googling. 

 

Q How do I print results and timetables? 

A Often the Post facility for results and timetables avoids paper. Click the Print icon then ‘Post’ in any of the 

timetable views or just the Post icon from the Master scoresheet. If you want to print to paper, click a Print icon to 

get a print friendly view, then Print icon again to send to your printer. Instead of paper, you can also use Print to pdf 

if your device supports it (most do) to save a pdf file of the results/timetable etc. 


